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Abstract

An open problem in structured overlay networks is

related to the anonymity to be provided to recipients,

namely, those nodes who respond to request messages.

Such a feature is of main concerns when designing

censorship-resistant distributed applications. In this

paper it is shown that, in a chordal ring overlay, by

enforcing a degree of imprecision in each peer’s routing

table we obtain better recipient anonymity while keeping

the length of routing paths within logarithmic length. A

suitable metrics for recipient anonymity is established,

based on the amount of resources an adversary needs

in order to break anonymity of recipients in the over-

lay. In terms of this metrics, it is shown that imprecise

routing tables make it impossible for a “small” coali-

tion of malicious peers to correlate overlay addresses

to hosts for censorship or auditing purposes. As an

aside, this approach is also shown to provide a “better”

sender anonymity: good anonymity levels become more

likely at the expenses of very low and very high ones.

Keywords: structured overlay, anonymity, dis-
tributed hash table, censorship-resistance, peer to peer

1. Introduction and motivation

Peer to peer overlay networks have been receiving a
lot of attention by the research community, as flexible
and scalable low-level infrastructures for distributed
applications of many kinds: network storage [17, 12,
37], naming [11], content publication [15, 10, 3, 35, 45,
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39], multicast/anycast [33, 6, 28], and communication
security [30, 46]. They have also been proposed as gen-
eral networking infrastructures [16, 43, 19, 18], because
of their potential ability to decouple network addresses
from physical placements of cooperating hosts, an im-
portant feature for privacy and mobility.

The vast population of existing or proposed over-
lay systems can be broadly divided into two families,
namely, unstructured overlays and structured overlays.

Structured overlays [32, 44, 13, 27, 21, 36, 26, 47] are
receiving far more attention lately, because of perfor-
mance guarantees they can in principle provide thanks
to their regular topologies. Regular topologies allow
routing algorithms to provably converge, and a careful
choice of entries in routing tables can reduce the num-
ber of routing hops to even a constant quantity, inde-
pendent of the overlay size [20, 25]. The most known
example of a structured overlay is the chordal ring (Fig-
ure 1): N peers are arranged in a ring, and each can
route messages towards the successor in the ring as well
as a small (O(log(N))) number of other peers, called
fingers, whose ”distances” increase according to a geo-
metric progression. With this organization, a message
can be delivered in O(log(N)) hops according to a so
called “greedy” routing (Figure 2 and Section 3.2).

On the other hand, unstructured overlays like
Freenet [10] and GNUnet [2] first leveraged techniques
to enhance identity privacy or anonymity of participant
entities.

Trivial indirection based on source rewriting and
usual cryptographic machinery, or, even better, mixes
chains [7, 4], can help hide the identity of a message
sender. But there is another face of the coin, namely,
recipient anonymity. This has to do with the ability,



or rather the difficulty, to correlate an overlay recipient
address to the physical Internet address of the destina-
tion host. In order to break recipient anonymity, an
adversary needs to build a map of the overlay, relat-
ing overlay addresses to host addresses. An overlay
provides recipient anonymity whenever it makes it dif-
ficult or impossible for an adversary to build such a
map.

Let us suppose that messages in the overlay do not
convey any explicit information about the sender or re-
cipient Internet addresses (anonymity would be hope-
less otherwise). All of the information relating overlay
addresses to Internet identities is kept into the peers’
routing tables. A common instance of such information
is the set of pairs 〈overlay address, IP address〉 that
forms each peer’s knowledge of remote peers. In order
to map a given part of the overlay, an adversary needs
to harvest sufficiently many routing tables in the sys-
tem, either by attacking many honest nodes or, more
probably, by deploying a large enough coalition of ma-
licious nodes. Another precious source of information,
however, is given by the shape of the overlay graph. In
structured overlays, the presence of an arc between two
nodes in the graph represents a mathematical relation
between the overlay addresses of the two correspond-
ing peers. For instance, arcs in a chordal ring represent
distances on the overlay address space which conform
to a geometric progression. Thus, in a structured over-
lay, the routing tables are more informative than in
unstructured overlays. This improves the routing per-
formance, but also helps the attacker wishing to map
the overlay.

By contrast, the irregularity of unstructured over-
lays helps recipient anonymity. This is because un-
structured networks lack of constraints between arcs in
the graph and distances in the overlay address space,
and this implies that the map between overlay address
and Internet address of a recipient can be hidden to any
other peer in the system, including neighbours. This
is the reason for the success of unstructured networks
as a support for censorship-resistant distributed stor-
ages [10], in which storing and retrieving are recipient
roles. However, this feature is paid in terms of effi-
ciency and availability.

Thus, there is an obvious interest to find trade offs
between the efficiency of structured overlays and the
privacy offered by unstructured ones, with the goal
of improving recipient anonymity without seriously af-
fecting routing performance or sender anonymity. This
indeed is the motivation of the work accounted here.

It must be said, however, that recipient anonymity
alone is not sufficient for censorship resistance: with-
out the coexistence of sender anonymity, a document

could be censored by exerting menace upon that doc-
ument’s readers (which play sender roles in a network
storage systems, as they send write and read requests
to storage hosts). Therefore, any compromise between
performance and recipient anonymity should not im-
pact too much on sender anonymity.

2. Gauging recipient anonymity

As pointed out at the end of last Section, a truly
censorship-resistant system may only rely on both re-
cipient and sender anonymity. At a first glance these
two features are similar, but they actually do not share
much with each other and demand different techniques,
because of the different roles played by senders in com-
parison with recipients. Indeed, a sender is an active
entity that issues requests, whereas a recipient may
or may not issue replies. The fundamental difference
is that requests make use of the routing algorithm to
propagate, whereas replies usually do not (they often
backtrack the same route of their corresponding re-
quests [34], so that a return address is unnecessary and
sender anonymity is preserved). Thus, although pos-
sibly observed, replies do not carry useful information
related to the place where they have been issued. In
our opinion, this is the reason why the various metrics
for sender anonymity [8, 2, 5, 14, 40] have never been
applied to the recipient case, although it is commonly
believed it should be possible to do so. We rather ar-
gue that metrics of recipient anonymity must be quite
different from metrics of sender anonymity.

Communication indirection is a common way to ob-
tain both kinds of anonymity in an overlay network,
but, as shown in Section 1, this is only sufficient in un-
structured overlays, and is paid in terms of efficiency
and availability.

Scarlata et al. [38] propose two recipient-oriented
anonymizing recipes. One of them is based on IP mul-
ticast communication, but for its very nature it cannot
be easily deployed on the current Internet. The other
one is based on a proxy who publishes a recipient ad-
dress decoupled from the recipient identity. Recipient
anonymity is preserved, and performance too, but the
system is not censorship-resistant, as the proxy identity
is exposed to the adversary.

Serjantov [39] proposes a more sophisticated use of
proxies. In that system, the public address of any given
document is decoupled from the overlay placement of
the document itself. The publisher divides its docu-
ment into M shares, K of which are sufficient to rebuild
the document. Then the publisher chooses M overlay
locations at random, called forwarders, to which the
shares are sent. Each forwarder in turn chooses a peer,



called a storer, sends its own share of data to it, then
forgets about the publisher’s identity while remember-
ing about the storer. The forwarders are thus the only
places in the overlay where the indirection information
needed to retrieve the actual document is kept. The
public address of the document is made of the entire set
of forwarders, plus other naming information. But, if at
least M−K+1 forwarders are under adversarial control
or under attack, the document becomes unreachable.
The system thus requires that M be far greater than
K in order for it to be reasonably censorship-resistant,
and even so a powerful enough adversary can kick the
document off.

Robust censorship-resistance is probably impossible
to achieve without a significant sacrifice of efficiency.
Indirection on unstructured overlays offers no perfor-
mance or availability guarantees, structured overlays
can always be mapped by sufficiently many colluders,
and proxies can always be attacked or controlled by
sufficiently powerful adversaries.

On the other hand, an adversary striving to break
censorship-resistance, and recipient anonymity in par-
ticular, must deploy some resources: either malicious
participants to a structured overlay, or servers for mas-
sive denial-of-service attacks.

Because of the above arguments, it is the author’s
opinion that recipient anonymity in a structured over-
lay, but also censorship-resistance in a generic dis-
tributed system, could be gauged in terms of the
amount of resources an adversary must control in the

system in order to achieve his goal. By dividing such
amount of resources by the total amount of resources
involved in the whole system, we get a measure that
we call the relative adversarial effort. The larger such
measure, the more resistant the system is to the adver-
sarial actions. If N is the system size (e.g., the number
of peers in an overlay) and K(N) is the size of the ad-
versarial coalition (e.g., the number of malicious peers),
then the relative effort is E(N) = K(N)/N .

On the ground of the above definition we propose
the term pretty good (recipient) anonymity to denote
anonymity that cannot be broken with asymptotically
small effort. The effort E(N) is termed asymptotically

small, or “small” for short, when it approaches 0 when
N gets large. Our definition of pretty good anonymity,
while recognizing that perfect anonymity is unachiev-
able, formalizes the intuition that an anonymous sys-
tem which could be defeated by a small minority of
colluders cannot be regarded as a “good” one.

3. Preliminary assumptions

3.1. Anonymity metrics and attacker model

In this paper we focus on recipient anonymity rather
than the weaker censorship-resistance, and use the rel-
ative adversarial effort as a metrics. When dealing with
anonymity properties of the sender, however, we con-
form to other studies on structured overlays [24, 29, 41]
by adopting the size of the anonymity set [8] as a met-
rics.

Our discussion on recipient anonymity assumes an
adversarial model that, following [14], we term “inter-
nal, local, and passive”; that is, the adversary controls
a number of peers in the system, each of which complies
to the overlay protocol and does not generate malicious
traffic, but can maliciously gather information from its
internal routing tables as well as any messages it hap-
pens to forward. An “active” adversary poses much
different security challenges, beyond our current scope.
Global adversaries, either external (capable of observ-
ing possibly any message across the entire overlay) or
internal (capable of controlling possibly any peer in the
network) appear to be unrealistic in a large peer to peer
system.

Moreover, we assume that the overlay protocol does
not explicitly disclose the identity of any participant.
This might seem an obvious requirement, but if we re-
call that the original protocol of Chord provides the
IP address of the storer of required data as the re-
sult of the lookup of a desired key, we understand that
this requirement is not so obvious. In an anonymous
storage-retrieval system, a request for data returns the
data themselves rather than the network identity of a
storage server.

3.2. Generalized chordal rings

Although we believe that the entire work presented
here could be adapted to any structured overlay, for
practical purposes we had to choose a reference model
of overlay network. In this paper we focus on the most
widely used such model, namely, the aforementioned
chordal ring. We present here a generalized version
of the concepts originally introduced by [44]. Similar
concepts are found in every scalable overlay.

Let us consider a set of peers logically organized into
an overlay shaped as a ring. Each peer has a link to
its own successor in the ring. The overlay supports the
abstraction of a generic address space, consisting of the
set of 2k binary words of k bits ordered as a circle mod-
ulo 2k. This space is mapped onto the ring of peers in



consecutive chunks or address intervals. For the pur-
pose of our work, it is uninteresting to give meaning
to the data possibly “stored” at each overlay address.
In other words we choose an application-neutral stand-
point, and therefore prefer the term “overlay network”
to the more popular “distributed hash table”.

If peer P owns the address interval from Al to Au,
and peer Q is the successor of P , then all addresses
owned by Q are greater than Au (modulo 2k).

In the ideal scenario in which the map of addresses
onto peers is complete, that is, no “hole” is left be-
tween each peer and its successor, a message issued
towards address A can always reach the recipient (the
peer which owns A in its own local address interval) by
traversing the successor chain starting from the sender.
In a realistic scenario, however, a faulty or disconnected
peer could break the successor chain and also create a
“hole”, a discontinuity in the address space. A degree
of redundancy (backup locations) can help, but the sys-
tem must quickly seal the successor chain and restore
the address hole, or redundancy would eventually de-
grade. To this end, an easy solution is to allow each
peer to know a successor list, rather that just the im-
mediate successor. This allows a peer to talk directly
to its successor’s successor to seal the ring in case the
successor has gone (the extension to the case of multi-
ple adjacent faulty peers is straightforward).

Messages issued towards distant (in the overlay ad-
dress space) recipients would take too long to reach
their destinations through the successor chain. For dis-
tant recipients we need an alternate routing algorithm,
so as to keep the routing path below an acceptable size.
A common such mechanism is given by the fingers. A
finger is an entry in the routing table of a peer, pointing
to a distant peer in the overlay. The distance is mea-
sured between (one of the bounds of) the local address
interval and (the corresponding bound of) the remote
address interval. Each peer maintains its own list of
fingers. Finger distances obey a mathematical require-
ment that we call the distance rule. The distance rule
is often geometric on base 2. Given a bottom value
C, called cutoff, the first finger has the largest possible
distance ≤ C from local peer, the second finger has the
largest possible distance ≤ 2C, the third finger has the
largest possible distance ≤ 4C, and so on, up to span-
ning half of the address space. The finger at distance
C · 2m is said to have magnitude m; we will also call
it the “finger m” for brevity. Clearly, each peer can
have at most O(log(N)) fingers. Figure 1 illustrates
this concept.

The routing algorithm takes advantage of fingers in
a so-called “greedy” way (Figure 2). When a peer P
gets an incoming message whose destination address is

C2C4C

finger 0

finger 1

finger 2

Figure 1. An instance of a chordal ring.

A, it acts as follows:

1. P checks out if A is locally owned; if so, the mes-
sage has arrived and no routing is needed;

2. otherwise, P computes the residual distance D yet
to be travelled by the message, as the difference
between A and (one of the bounds of) the locally
owned address interval;

3. P chooses the finger of largest magnitude whose
distance does not exceed D, and forwards the mes-
sage to it. If no such finger is found, P forwards
to successor.

finger 0

finger 1

finger 2

successor

successor

Figure 2. “Greedy” routing in a chordal ring.
With N participants and complete routing ta-
bles, O(log(N)) hops are sufficient.

In a chordal ring with complete finger tables con-
forming to a geometric distance rule, a total travel dis-
tance of D is covered in two phases, namely:



• O(log
2
(D/C)) finger hops until the residual dis-

tance falls shorter than the cutoff C; then

• an O(1) number of short-range hops through the
successor chain.

4. Imprecise routing information

From the point of view of recipient anonymity, hav-
ing large routing tables at each peer is detrimental,
because in such a case an adversary controlling a small
number of peers could quickly map large portions of
the overlay (Section 1). Large routing tables are detri-
mental to sender anonymity as well, since they would
allow shorter routing paths, and the mixing techniques
against traffic analysis are less effective when the mixex
chains are short.

Thus, imposing severe constraints on the maximum
size of routing tables is necessary to improve both kinds
of anonymity. However this may not be sufficient. For
instance, in a chordal ring with N peers, routing tables
as small as O(log(N)) allow routing in O(log(N)) hops
but also allow an adversarial coalition of O(N/ log(N))
peers to map the entire overlay, with a relative effort
E(N) = O(1/ log(N)). Following the definitions in
Section 2, we say that in this case the anonymity of
any recipient could be broken with “small” adversarial
effort (E(N) approaches 0 when N grows).

In a chordal ring, the minimum size a coalition must
have in order to map an entire overlay of N peers is up-
per bounded by N/Sr, where Sr is the size of the rout-
ing tables. The adversarial effort E(N) is thus 1/Sr.
If Sr was allowed to increase with N , the effort would
be “small”. If, however, Sr was fixed, then it would be
impossible to route in O(log(N)) hops when the sys-
tem is large, and thus the system would be unscalable.
Apparently there is no way for recipient anonymity.

The above argument could be put against any struc-
tured overlay. Note, however, that we are implicitly
assuming that routing tables carry the exact overlay
addresses of the remote peers they point to, that is,
each peers knows the exact distance to any peer listed
in its own routing table. Things might become better
by relaxing this constraint.

Our idea is that a routing table should be allowed to
grow large enough to allow O(log(N)) routing, but not
larger, in order to preserve sender anonymity through
sufficiently long routing paths. In addition, a routing
table should only be allowed to contain a small and
fixed amount of exact addressing information, whereas
most of the information in the table should be impre-

cise. Indeed, only exact information can contribute to
map the overlay, so if its amount is kept small and

fixed in each routing table, a coalition of peer wishing
to map the overlay could not be “small”. This way, a
pretty good recipient anonymity (Section 2) would be
provided.

Having imprecise entries in the routing table raises
questions concerning convergence and efficiency of the
routing algorithm. The routing paths could become
longer, or be unsuccessful. The introduction of impre-
cise information in the routing table must fullfill some
constraints, which depend on the overlay graph, so that
convergence is preserved and routing paths do not be-
come excessively long. In the following we propose a
way to manage imprecise entries in the routing tables of
a chordal ring so that routing convergence is ensured,
routing efficiency is preserved, but the routing tables
themselves are of no help for an adversarial coalition
to map the overlay.

5. Successors and their anonymity issues

Let us consider a set of peers organized into a
chordal ring. We have already pointed out (Section 3.2)
that a better resilience is obtained by having each peer
manage a successor list rather than a single link to the
immediate successor.

Note that, in order for the messages to follow the
successor chain, no peer is required to know the ad-
dress interval of any member in its own successor list,
not even the immediate successor. The knowledge of
the locally owned address interval is indeed sufficient
to decide whether a message can be managed locally
or has to proceed on. This is good news for recipi-
ent anonymity: the lesser a peer knows, the lesser an
adversary can know.

On the other hand, a peer P wishing to seal a hole
immediately ahead of it must explore its own successor
list, find the member Q immediately after the hole,
and ask Q to reveal the lower bound of its address
interval, so as to know the extent of the hole to be
repaired. To ensure recipient anonymity, however, Q
should never disclose its own interval to anybody. We
clearly need a compromise, and propose that Q only
reveals something to P if Q can verify the following
two conditions:

• Q’s predecessor in the ring has gone;

• P belongs to Q’s predecessor chain.

To sum up, recipient anonymity requires that each
peer knows and manages a predecessor list, in addition
to the successor list.

At this point, a legitimate question would be to
what extent the management of successor and prede-
cessor lists could be exploited by a coalition to map the



overlay and defeat recipient anonymity. The answer is
that the occasional disclosure of addressing informa-
tion to a predecessor cannot be exploited by an adver-
sary, because more and more information could only
be gained at the price of opening more and more holes
in the address ring, perhaps killing more and more
peers. On the other hand, the topological information
found in each successor list is exact (and has to be kept
so through periodical maintenance), but it contributes
very little against recipient anonymity: each peer can
estimate the address interval owned by its successor,
but the overall degree of recipient anonymity is still
“pretty good” (Section 2) because the coalition needed
to harvest such information on the entire ring would
size O(N).

6. Fingers and their anonymity issues

In a chordal ring, the most efficient way to build
and maintain a finger table takes advantage from the
recursive nature of the geometric distance rule. To
find the finger 0, P sends a suitable request along its
successor chain, perhaps in a recursive style [44], until
the most distant peer still within cutoff distance C is
found. To find a finger of magnitude m > 0, P asks its
own current finger m − 1 to be contacted by its finger
m− 1. 1 Such an incremental procedure minimizes the
number of contacted peers, so it should be preferred
when anonymity is of concern, because it can minimize
the information leak towards potential adversaries.

However, the above (traditional, after Chord) defi-
nition of fingers poses two serious threats on recipient
anonymity, namely:

1. If peer P has peer Q as its own finger of magni-
tude m, then P knows that Q’s address interval is
more or less at distance C · 2m from itself. Thus,
Q’s address interval is indirectly disclosed to P .
In general, in a ring counting N peers, each par-
ticipant has O(log(N)) fingers and thus can map
the address intervals of as many other peers. A
malicious coalition counting O(N/ log(N)) peers,
which corresponds to a “small” relative effort for
the adversary, can thus map the entire overlay, as
already pointed out in Section 4.

2. When searching finger 0, peer P exposes its own
address interval to the whole successor chain up
to the finger; this is bad for recipient anonymity,
especially if the successor list is long.

1In case the address interval of P spans the entire cutoff dis-
tance, the finger of magnitude 0 could not be found. In this case
P starts by directly searching its finger of magnitude n along
successor chain within distance C · (n + 1), where n is such that
C · (n + 1) is larger than the size of P ’s address interval.

7. Improving anonymity with imprecise

fingers

The two anonymity flaws outlined at the end of last
Section are impossible to fix, because they are implied
by the traditional definition of fingers. To improve re-
cipient anonymity we must modify such definition, by
making use of the concept of imprecise routing envi-
sioned in Section 4.

Our goal is to obfuscate part of the topological infor-
mation conveyed by traditional fingers, and to protect
peers against excessive exposure when they search their
fingers of magnitude 0.

In the following, FP is a secret random value gen-
erated by the generic peer P with uniform probability
over [0, C/4[ (the cutoff distance C has been introduced
in Section 3.2). FP thus cannot exceed C/4.

Let us suppose peer P use the incremental procedure
outlined in Section 6 to build its own finger table. The
first step is to find the finger of magnitude 0. As al-
ready pointed out, finding finger 0 potentially exposes
the address interval of P to the whole successor chain,
up to finger 0, because of the need for all successors to
compute their distance from P . To fix such informa-
tion leak, P acts as follows: rather than sending (the
lower bound of) its own address interval to the succes-
sor, P alters the information by subtracting FP , then
sends the altered value A.

Let Q be a generic peer in P ’s successor chain. After
receiving an altered value A from its predecessor, it acts
as follows:

1. Q estimates (the lower bound of) its successor’s
address interval, L; this is trivial, as the successor
is adjacent in the address space.

2. Q computes the distance between A − FQ and L,
namely, L − A + FQ. This amounts to comput-
ing the distance between the original requestor,
namely P , and Q’s successor, incremented by the
sum of the two random secrets FP and FQ; the
computed distance is thus greater than the real
one by an unknown quantity in [0, C/2[, since each
random secret is in [0, C/4[.

3. If such distance is greater than C, then Q contacts
the original requestor P and claims to be its finger
0.

4. Otherwise Q’s successor is a better candidate, so
Q forwards the value A to the successor.

Since the request emitted by P is initially altered
by the random quantity FP , P is not disclosing its own
addressing information to the successors. When P is



eventually contacted by a peer Q claiming to be its fin-
ger of magnitude 0, P can conclude that the distance
of Q is the largest possible within an upper bound ran-
domly distributed between C−C/2 = C/2 and C. This
is a substantial departure from the traditional defini-
tion of fingers, according to which the distance of finger
0 is known with far greater precision (the largest dis-
tance not exceeding C).

The approximation introduced on finger 0 cumulates
over fingers of greater magnitude. Using the incre-
mental procedure, a finger of magnitude 1 is impre-
cise because its distance is close to a value between
2 · (C/2) = C and 2C, a finger of magnitude 2 is im-
precise because its distance is close to a value between
4 · (C/2) = 2C and 4C, and so on. The generic finger
m is located at a distance which is the largest possi-
ble not exceeding an unknown random value between
C · 2m−1 and C · 2m (Figure 3).

C 2C 4C

finger 0

finger 1

finger 2

C/2

Figure 3. A chordal ring (successors omitted)
in which the fingers are affected by an un-
known random error. The average error in-
creases proportionally with the distance of
the peer. This way, no peer can infer much
about the overlay addresses of other peers,
and this improves recipient anonymity. Yet,
O(log(N)) hops are still sufficient to route
messages towards an arbitrary destination.

Such an amount of finger imprecision is a good de-
vice for recipient anonymity. The more distant a finger,
the lesser the information about the overlay addresses
it actually owns. A lot of indeterminacy can be put
on even the closest of fingers, provided the cutoff C be
large compared to the average size of address intervals
of peers. No matter how large, no adversarial coalition
can gather sufficiently exact information from finger
tables; on the other hand, the successor lists have al-

ready be shown to be poor of useful information for an
adversary (see Section 5).

8. Imprecise fingers and routing perfor-

mance

The traditional “greedy” routing algorithm con-
verges even with the imprecise fingers defined in Sec-
tion 7. The number of hops increases, of course, but
not dramatically.

Traversing a traditional, exact finger of magnitude
m reduces the residual distance by no more than C ·2m,
as we have seen in Section 3.2. With the imprecise fin-
gers, however, a hop through a finger of magnitude m
accomplishes a distance which is shorter or equal com-
pared to the exact fingers of same magnitude, but never
null. We already know [44] that the “greedy” routing
with exact fingers converges. In our case the fingers
fall shorter, and the successor relation is preserved, so
the same convergence arguments of [44] apply.

At worst, hopping through an imprecise finger of
magnitude m decreases the residual distance by no
more than C · 2m−1. Therefore, to accomplish a dis-
tance decrease of C · 2m, it is necessary to traverse no
more than two consecutive fingers of same magnitude
m. We thus conclude that the use of imprecise fingers
at most doubles the worst-case number of traversed
fingers. In a system with complete finger tables, the
routing paths thus remains O(log

2
(D/C)). 2

In Section 9 we shall evaluate the actual increase of
path length as observed in a number of simulations.

9. Simulation results

In order to validate the effectiveness of imprecise fin-
gers, evaluate their impact on various aspects of system
performance, and make a comparison with the tradi-
tional approach of exact fingers, we have built a simu-
lator for a chordal ring over an address space made of
32-bit addresses.

In the simulated system with imprecise fingers, the
cutoff distance C covers at least 20 bits of address and
at least 10 consecutive peers on average; fingers are
built according to the incremental procedure outlined
in Section 6. By contrast, the reference system with ex-
act fingers has same number of peers and same address

2Actually, if the random secret FP owned by the generic
peer P was randomly distributed over an interval smaller than
[0, C/4[, the routing paths would be shorter. We have chosen
to let FP span a quarter of the cutoff distance because this way
all the formulas were simpler, yet the generality of the result is
preserved.



space, but the cutoff distance is set to 1 as with tra-
ditional chordal rings; fingers are computed explicitly
rather than incrementally, in order to avoid that higher
magnitude fingers could be affected by cumulated im-
precision arising from fingers of lower magnitude.

After creating a sample ring with N uniformly dis-
tributed peers, the simulator fills up each peer’s suc-
cessor list and finger table; fingers can be imprecise or
exact, depending on a compile-time flag. The simu-
lator then computes the standard deviation of finger
distances across all peers as a function of the magni-
tude; for such a computation, the distances over the
ring are normalized to [0, N ] so that the standard de-
viation is expressed in terms of (average) peers rather
than distances on the overlay address space (this is
made feasible by the uniform distribution of peers over
the ring). At this point, in order to evaluate statistics
of path lengths, the simulator generates all the rout-
ing paths from each peer to the peer owning the over-
lay address 0 (any destination addresses is equivalent
to 0 modulo rotational transformation of the chordal
ring). Finally, in order to evaluate the different impact
of imprecise vs. exact fingers on sender anonymity,
the simulator generates a number of adversarial con-
figurations over the ring; the fraction f of adversaries
over the entire population is specified at runtime, and
the simulator obtains each adversarial configuration by
marking each peer as adversary with probability f . For
each adversarial configuration, the simulator computes
statistics of the anonymity sets of all “honest” peers,
by processing the set of all routing paths as follows:

1. For each “honest” peer P , scan the routing path
from P to address 0 until the first adversarial peer
is found. Let us call last(P ) the result of the scan.
If the path does not meet adversaries, last(P ) is
assigned the pair 〈−1,−1〉; otherwise last(P ) is
assigned the pair 〈C, m〉, where C is the first ad-
versarial peer found along the path, and m is the
magnitude of the finger which was the last hop
in the path up to C, or -1 if such last hop was a
successor link. The reason why we take the mag-
nitude of last hop into account shall become clear
at the next step.

2. For each adversarial peer C, count all “honest”
peers P such that last(P ) = 〈C, m〉 with given m.
Let us call a(C, m) such count. a(C, m) is the size
of the anonymity set that the colluder C can as-
sociate to a generic lookup for address 0 that it
could intercept. The reason why this anonymity
set depends on m is that C can indeed discriminate
among possible originators of a lookup by looking
at which incoming link the lookup has came from;

intuitively, a lookup coming from the immediate
predecessor may have a lot of possible originators,
whereas a lookup coming from a link correspond-
ing to the finger of greatest magnitude may only
have one originator.

3. For each “honest” peer P , if last(P ) = 〈C, m〉 =
〈−1,−1〉 then the anonymity set size from P ’s
point of view is equal to the total number of “hon-
est” peers in the ring, namely, f ·N ; otherwise, the
anonymity set size is equal to a(C, m). The case
of unintercepted lookup is thus taken into account
when estimating the average sender anonymity
from the sender viewpoint. 3

All the results have been collected by running the
simulator over 500 sample rings of given size.

9.1. Finger imprecision and recipient anonymity

The standard deviation of finger distances is an indi-
cator of the degree of imprecision of fingers themselves,
provided the expectation of each finger distance is con-
sistent with the overlay’s distance rule (Section 3.2).
If, in a population of sample rings, finger distances did
not differ much from their mean values, any adversar-
ial peer could deduce the address interval of each of
its own fingers with good confidence, and thus a coali-
tion could get a precise map of the overlay with high
probability. This however would not be the case, was
the standard deviation significant. So a high standard
deviation of finger distances in a population of chordal
rings is good news for recipient anonymity, and indeed
the proposed algorithm for imprecise fingers (Section 7)
aims at increasing such a statistics. We also expect
greater standard deviation with greater finger magni-
tude, because of the incremental procedure by which
imprecise fingers are built (Section 6).

Figure 4 represents the standard deviation of finger
distances as a function of the magnitude, with different
ring sizes. Both imprecise and exact fingers have been
evaluated. In all cases, the expectation of each fin-
ger distance has been checked against the theoretical
value as given by the distance rule (base-2 geometric
progression starting with given cutoff distance) and no
significant difference was found, so the standard devi-
ation is a correct indicator of finger imprecision.

For an easier comparison among different ring sizes,
and in order to help interpreting the results themselves,
finger distances and their deviations have been normal-
ized to the interval [0, N ] where N is the number of

3Actually, the simulator does not require three distinct scans
of the entire set of peers in order to accomplish the above three
steps.



peers in the ring. This amounts to taking the average
size of a peer’s address interval as distance unit over
the ring. With this normalization, a deviation of 100
means that the corresponding finger is likely to point
up to 100 peers away from the correct position on the
ring.

Due to the different sizes and cutoff distances of the
involved chordal rings, fingers on one ring cannot be
compared to fingers on another ring, not even if they
have the same magnitude. This is the reason why the
curves in Figure 4 are not aligned with one another.
Nevertheless, the Figure clearly shows that traditional
fingers deviate from their expectations by less than the
average size of a peer’s address interval, that is, they
are practically exact as expected. By contrast, impre-
cise fingers are affected by a sharply larger deviation
(as expected as well).
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Figure 4. Finger imprecision as represented
by the standard deviation of finger distances.
Imprecise fingers are indeed affected by a
large deviation, especially when the magni-
tude is high. By contrast, exact fingers (the
ones traditionally found in chordal rings) are
affected by negligible imprecision no matter
the magnitude. The address intervals of the
rings are normalized to the number of peers,
so that the finger deviations are expressed in
terms of (average) peers.

Assuming a deviation of 5 as a threshold between
“sufficiently precise fingers” and “fingers too imprecise
to be useful for mapping the overlay”, we can deduce,
for instance, that in a ring with 10000 peers equipped
with imprecise fingers, only fingers of magnitude 0, 1,
and 2 are useful for the adversary. If we also consider
the immediate successor as a further piece of precise in-

formation, we deduce that each colluding peer can map
at most 4 other peers in the overlay. We therefore con-
clude that the relative adversarial effort cannot be less
than 1/4 in this case, that is, an adversarial coalition
must count at least 25% of all participants in order to
break anonymity of an arbitrary recipient. The same
analysis in the case of exact fingers yields a relative ad-
versarial effort of 1/ log

2
(N), which roughly amounts

to 0.075 with 10000 peers and 0.06 with 100000 peers.

So, imprecise fingers do improve recipient anonymity
quite a lot.

Another advantage of imprecise fingers is that the
amount of approximation, and the degree of recipi-
ent anonymity thereof, can be increased by choosing
a larger cutoff distance. This however would be paid
with longer routing paths.

9.2. Impact on path lengths

As already envisaged in Section 8, the use of impre-
cise fingers can lead to a greater number of hops along
the route from sender to recipient. We now report the
results provided by the simulator concerning this spe-
cific performance metrics.

As apparent from Figure 5, chordal rings with im-
precise fingers have quite longer routing paths com-
pared to rings with traditional fingers. If we com-
pare the curves of routing path length with imprecise
vs. traditional fingers, and focus on the worst cases
points, we see the difference never exceed the factor of
2 predicted in Section 8. But, with traditional fingers,
the number of hops has a great variability and is of-
ten much smaller that the worse cases; this does not
happen with imprecise fingers, which exhibit a more
regular profile. So the difference between the two fam-
ilies of curves appears more dramatic.

However, the two kinds of simulated chordal rings
also have different cutoff distances, besides using dif-
ferent kinds of fingers. In order to isolate the impact of
finger imprecision from the impact of cutoff distance,
we ran the simulator on a “hybrid” overlay in which the
cutoff distance is the same as in the system with im-
precise fingers, but fingers are of traditional kind. The
results with 1000 peers are reported in Figure 6. The
curve yielded by the “hybrid” system has a highly vari-
able shape, similar to the system with traditional fin-
gers, but the span is much larger and reaches the curve
of the system with imprecise fingers. We conclude that
the two ingredients of our recipe for anonymity, namely,
cutoff distance and imprecise fingers, have different
costs: the cutoff distance impacts on the worse-case
path length, whereas the finger imprecision smooths
the profile of path length by driving the whole curve



towards the worse case.
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Figure 5. Average length of routing path from
each sender to destination 0 in a chordal
ring with given number of participants. Each
sender is represented by its normalized dis-
tance from destination in the address space.
Both imprecise and traditional fingers have
been evaluated.

9.3. Impact on sender anonymity

Finally, we provide a comparison between rings with
imprecise fingers and rings with traditional fingers with
respect to the degree of sender anonymity (size of the
anonymity set). Imprecise fingers are aimed at recipi-
ent anonymity, yet they would be impractical, should
their use compromise senders.

The results have been obtained by running the sim-
ulator over 500 sample rings of given size, each with
100 sample adversarial configurations with given per-
centage of attackers.

Let us first discuss the average sender anonymity
as a function of the distance between sender and re-
cipient (this distance is normalized to the size of the
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Figure 6. Average length of routing path from
each sender to destination 0 in a chordal ring
with 1000 peers. Each sender is represented
by its normalized distance from destination
in the address space. In addition to impre-
cise and traditional fingers, a “hybrid” kind
of chordal ring has been evaluated, in which
fingers are traditional but the cutoff distance
is the same as in the system with imprecise
fingers.

complete address space). The overall result is that,
with imprecise fingers, the average sender anonymity
only decreases by a small amount compared to tradi-
tional fingers. This is shown by Figure 8, where chordal
rings with both kinds of fingers are compared with one
another with varying percentage of attackers.

Another important insight is that, on average, the
sender anonymity in both cases is quite high when the
percentage of attackers is not overwhelming. It be-
comes very poor when this percentage raises 50%, but
a system with so many attackers should be considered
as highly compromised indeed.

It is also apparent that systems with more peers pro-
vide a better anonymity; however, they also appear to
be more sensitive to the percentage of attackers (Fig-
ure 7).

Of course, the average sender anonymity alone is not
informative enough. The variability around the aver-
age value must also be considered. Indeed, we can ob-
serve that such variability is always strong, regardless
of the fingers being imprecise or not. Figure 9 shows
the average frequency distribution of sender anonymity
in chordal rings with 1000 peers and three different per-
centages of attackers, where the averaging concerns all
peers in the overlay. It is apparent that the choice be-
tween imprecise or traditional fingers leads to deeply
different distributions of sender anonymity: with im-
precise fingers all distributions are more sparse and
span a large interval of pretty good anonymity levels,
as opposed to traditional fingers which only span too
small or very large anonymity levels. In other words,
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Figure 7. Average sender anonymity in simu-
lated chordal rings with 1000 and 10000 peers
and imprecise fingers, with three different
percentages of attackers. The order of cap-
tions reflects the order of the curves from top
to bottom. Sender anonymity is better if the
number of participants is high, but in such a
case it also becomes more sensitive to the
percentage of colluders.

imprecise fingers increases the probability to get a fairly
good sender anonymity. The same conclusions can be
drawn for systems with 10000 peers (Figure 10). It
is the author’s opinion that such a better distribution
largely compensates for the slightly lower average level
of sender anonymity.

Finally, in order to isolate the impact of finger im-
precision from the impact of cutoff distance, we ran
the simulator on “hybrid” chordal rings in which the
cutoff distance is the same as in the system with impre-
cise fingers, but fingers are of traditional kind. After
simulating overlays with 1000 and 10000 peers, no sig-
nificant differences have emerged with respect to tra-
ditional chordal rings of same size. We thus conclude
that the changes of distribution of sender anonymity
are entirely due to the finger imprecision.

10. Related work

Imprecise routing information is at the core of un-
structured overlays. With Freenet [10], for example, a
message directed to key A is routed towards a node P
if P has previously been able to route back responses
from keys “similar” to A. Thus, a routing table en-
try that points to P does not say anything about the

keys actually stored at P , nor does it say much about
the placement of P in the overlay topology. GNUnet
and MUTE follows a similar approach, with some more
randomness [2, 35].

There are very few attempts to improve anonymity
in structured overlays. Achord [23] is an enhance-
ment of Chord[44] with anonymity features. Aim-
ing at enforcing sender anonymity, Achord implements
recursive-style [44] routing (because of the indirection)
and forces each response to travel back to sender along
the same route previously tracked by the correspond-
ing request (so that the sender address need not be
disclosed to the receiver). In addition, Achord restricts
each peer’s ability to know about other peers: each peer
is allowed to know the IP addresses of at most k∗log(N)
other peers, where k is the finger table size. The goal is
similar to ours, namely, to enforce recipient anonymity
by making it more difficult for an adversarial coalition
to map the overlay. However the proposed solution is
weak: the entire Achord ring could be mapped by a
coalition of N/k ∗ log(N) = O(N/ log(N)) peers, which
is “small” according to the definition given in Section 2
(the relative effort E(N) amounts to 1/ log(N), which
tends to 0 as N grows). Our work strived to overcome
such a limitation.

Other studies [24, 5, 29] only focus on sender
anonymity in plain Chord, without considering recip-
ient anonymity. According to [29], Chord provides
a good amount of sender anonymity in terms of size
of anonymity set. This is in apparent contradiction
with [24]. Apparently, the difference between these two
works is that the former considers the anonymity from
the attacker point of view, whereas the latter chooses
the point of view of the generic “honest” sender. In
addition, the latter work shows an analytical mistake,
since the event that a lookup is not intercepted by any
adversary is overlooked in the anonymity evaluation.
Such an event is not so unlikely, and its impact on the
average anonymity set size makes a difference. As we
have seen in Section 9, in order to estimate the sender
anonymity of our system, we followed the approach
suggested by [5] by choosing simulation rather than
analytical tools. We too preferred the sender view-
point when estimating sender anonymity, but did not
forget about the weight of unintercepted messages, so
our results look a lot better that the ones in [24].

Agyaat [42] provides a compromise between
anonymity and efficiency by means of a two-level hy-
brid organization in which the Chord structured over-
lay works together with the Gnutella unstructured sys-
tem. Gnutella-like “clouds” are connected with one
another by means of a Chord ring. It is an interest-
ing and very effective approach that deserves a deeper



anonymity analysis.
SkipNet [22] and Skip Graphs [1], both inspired to

the Skip List data structure [31], and Symphony [26],
are overlay networks that make use of somehow ran-
domized routing entries. However, randomized routing
tables are not enough to obtain imprecise routing. In
the aforementioned systems, indeed, each peer is au-
tonomous in choosing the distance each routing entry
is to point at. By contrast, imprecise routing requires
that no peer has precise knowledge of such distances.

11. Conclusions and open issues

The most important result reported in this paper
concerns recipient anonymity. After defining a met-
rics for this elusive feature, we have proposed the use
of some randomization on long-range connections in
structured overlay networks as a mean for obtaining
better recipient anonymity without sacrificing the nice
properties of structured overlays (provable routing con-
vergence and, to some extent, performance). The study
has been conducted on chordal rings, where our idea
takes the form of what we call imprecise fingers. We
however believe a similar study can be carried out on
other topologies.

The positive impact of imprecise fingers on recipient
anonymity, as envisaged by theory, has been confirmed
by simulations.

Our result can be summarized by saying that anony-
mous routing can be accomplished even in a chordal
ring, and can be done in O(log(N)) hops where N is
the number of peers in the overlay. If we liked slogans,
we would say that anonymity can be efficient.

In practice, the impact of imprecise fingers on rout-
ing paths is not negligible. The number of hops increase
quite much, although remaining within O(log(N)).
A substantial growth of the routing path length
raises performance and availability concerns: latency-
sensitive applications might suffer, and longer routing
paths are also more sensitive to the failure probability
of individual peers. The cutoff distance of the chordal
ring has been found as one of the parameters that di-
rectly affects the path lengths; future investigations are
thus in order, concerning the role of cutoff distance in
the trade-offs between anonymity, efficiency, and avail-
ability.

Another important result concerns the impact of our
randomization mechanism on sender anonymity. The
proposed solution would have been impractical, was re-
cipient anonymity obtained at the expenses of sender
anonymity. However, the simulations have shown that
the average sender anonymity decreases of a small
amount, and this decrease is compensated by a better

distribution of the sender anonymity levels: good lev-
els become more likely at the expenses of very low and
very high levels. As an aside, this work also presents
a deep evaluation of sender anonymity of traditional
chordal rings.

We have also managed to embody the mechanism
of imprecise routing tables into NEBLO [9], a chordal
ring overlay with anonymity features. NEBLO is still
in beta development stage, yet it has already been re-
leased to the community (under the GNU General Pub-
lic Licence).

An unexplored security concern is about the algo-
rithm by which a new peer joins the overlay. In order to
preserve anonymity, it is crucial that colluding peers be
given no control on which position in the overlay they
are going to occupy. The obvious, and widely adopted,
rule based on the pair 〈IPaddress, port〉 of the new-
comer, however, appears weak as long as the adversary
is able to use an IP domain of choice. NEBLO imple-
ments a slightly better join algorithm which however
does not solve the problem completely.

Another security concern is about the incremental
procedure outlined in Section 6, that each peer should
follow when building its own finger table. Let us sup-
pose the generic peer P wants to locate its own finger
0. It issues a request which travels along the succes-
sor chain until a valid candidate is met. But, if the
request meets an adversarial peer, from then on the
whole incremental procedure can be diverged towards
the adversarial coalition. The finger 0 would be an ad-
versary, and the same would occur with all fingers of
greater magnitude, and thus the sender anonymity of
P would be entirely compromised. No variant of such a
procedure can prevent this kind of opportunistic attack
from occurring: any kind of search for fingers may pos-
sibly end up in a colluder, and from there on the search
can be fully managed within the adversarial coalition.
We thus conclude that sender anonymity is impossible
to achieve as long as routing tables are built by run-
ning the routing protocol itself. Yet, one could wonder
about algorithms for finger location that decrease the
strike probability of this opportunistic attack.
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Figure 8. Average sender anonymity in simu-
lated chordal rings with 1000 and 10000 peers
and three different percentages of attackers.
Systems with imprecise fingers are compared
to systems with exact fingers. The order
of captions reflects the order of the curves
from top to bottom. Imprecise fingers show
a slightly lower sender anonymity compared
to exact fingers, but the difference is not sub-
stantial.
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Figure 9. Average frequency distribution of
sender anonymity in simulated chordal rings
with 1000 peers and both imprecise and tra-
ditional fingers, with three different percent-
ages of attackers.
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Figure 10. Average frequency distribution of
sender anonymity in simulated chordal rings
with 10000 peers and both imprecise and tra-
ditional fingers, with three different percent-
ages of attackers.


